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Abstract
Recent advances in deep learning from probability distributions enable
to achieve classification or regression from distribution samples, invariant
under permutation of the samples. This paper extends the distribution-
based deep neural architectures to achieve classification or regression from
distribution samples, invariant under permutation of the descriptive fea-
tures, too. The motivation for this extension is the Auto-ML problem,
aimed to identify a priori the ML configuration best suited to a dataset.
Formally, a distribution-based invariant deep learning architecture is pre-
sented, and leveraged to extract the meta-features characterizing a dataset.
The contribution of the paper is twofold. On the theoretical side, the
proposed architecture inherits the NN properties of universal approxima-
tion, and the robustness of the approach w.r.t. moderate perturbations
is established. On the empirical side, a proof of concept of the approach
is proposed, to identify the SVM hyper-parameters best suited to a large
benchmark of diversified small size datasets.
1 Introduction
Deep networks architectures, initially devised for structured data such as
images [14] and speech [13], have been extended to respect some invariance or
equivariance [4] of more complex data sets. This includes for instance point
clouds [27], graphs [19] and probability distributions [39], which are invariant with
respect to permutations of the input points. In such cases, invariant architectures
improve practical performance while inheriting the universal approximation
properties of neural nets [2, 3].
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1.1 Distribution-based Architectures and AutoML
This paper focuses on distribution-based neural architectures, i.e. deep net-
works tailored to manipulate distributions of points. For the sake of simplicity,
we describe our architectures over discrete distributions, represented as uniform
distributions on a set of points of arbitrary size. The extension to arbitrary (pos-
sibly continuous) distributions is detailed in supplementary material, Appendix
A.
In this paper, distribution-based neural architectures are extended to cope
with an additional invariance: the space of features and labels (i.e. the space
supporting the distributions) is also assumed to be invariant under permutation
of its d coordinates. This extra invariance is important to tackle Auto-ML
problems [1, 30, 20, 42, 16, 12, 26, 32, 36]. Auto-ML aims to identify a priori the
ML configuration (learning algorithm and hyper-parameters thereof) best suited
to the dataset under consideration in the sense of a given performance indicator.
Would a dataset be associated with accurate descriptive features, referred to as
meta-features, the Auto-ML problem could be handled via solving yet another
supervised learning problem: given archives recording the performance of various
ML configurations on various datasets [17], with each dataset described as a vector
of meta-features, the best-performing algorithm (among these configurations) on
a new dataset z could be predicted from its meta-features. The design of accurate
meta-features however has eluded research since the 80s (with the except of [34],
more in Section 1.2), to such an extent that the prominent AutoML approaches
currently rely on learning a performance model specific to each dataset [20, 32].
1.2 Related Works and Contributions
Learning from finite discrete distributions. Learning from sets of sam-
ples subject to invariance or equivariance properties opens up a wide range of
applications: in the sequence-to-sequence framework, relaxing the order in which
the input is organized might be beneficial [24]. The ability to follow populations
at a macroscopic level, using distributions on their evolution along time without
requiring to follow individual trajectories, and regardless of the population size,
is appreciated when modelling dynamic cell processes [23]. The use of sets of
pixels, as opposed to e.g., voxellized approaches in computer vision [39], offers a
better scalability in terms of data dimensionality and computational resources.
Most generally, the fact that the considered hypothesis space / neural archi-
tecture complies with domain-dependent invariances ensures a better robustness
of the eventually learned model, better capturing the data geometry. Such neural
architectures have been pioneered by [27, 51] for learning from point clouds
subject to permutation invariance or equivariance. These have been extended
to permutation equivariance across sets [47]. Characterizations of invariance or
equivariance under group actions have been proposed in the finite [46, 22, 25]
or infinite case [6, 48]. A general characterization of linear layers on the top
of a representation that are invariant or equivariant with respect to the whole
permutation group has been proposed by [35, 40]. Universality results are known
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to hold in the case of sets [51], point clouds [27], equivariant point clouds [38],
discrete measures [39], invariant [37] and equivariant [40] graph neural networks.
The approach most related to our work is that of [41], presenting a neural
architecture invariant w.r.t. the ordering of samples and their features. The
originality of our approach is that we do not fix in advance the number of samples,
and consider probability distributions instead of point clouds. This allows us to
leverage the natural topology of optimal transport to assess theoretically the
universality and smoothness of our architectures, which is adapted to tackle the
AutoML problem.
AutoML. The absence of learning algorithms efficient on all datasets [5] makes
AutoML − i.e. the automatic identification of the machine learning pipelines
yielding the best performance on the task at hand − a main bottleneck toward
the so-called democratizing of the machine learning technology [42]. The Au-
toML field has been sparking interest for more than four decades [1], spread from
hyperparameter optimization [11] to the optimization of the whole pipeline [20].
Formally, AutoML defines a mixed integer and discrete optimization problem
(finding the ML pipeline algorithms and their hyper-parameters), involving a
black-box expensive objective function. The organization of international chal-
lenges spurred the development of various efficient AutoML systems, instrinsically
relying on Bayesian optimization [20, 15], Monte-Carlo tree search [29] on top of
a surrogate model, or their combination [32].
As said, the ability to characterize tasks (datasets, in the remainder of the
paper) via vectors of meta-features would solve AutoML through learning the
performance model. Meta-features, expected to describe the joint distribution
underlying the dataset, should also be inexpensive to compute. Particular meta-
features called landmarks [7] are given by the performance of fast ML algorithms;
indeed, knowing that a decision tree reaches a given level of accuracy on a
dataset gives some information on this dataset; see also [30]. Another direction
is explored by [34], defining the Dataset2Vec representation. Specifically, meta-
features are extracted through solving the classification problem of whether
two patches of data (subset of examples, described according to a subset of
features) are extracted from the same dataset. Meta-learning [45, 50] and
hyper-parameter transfer learning [49], more remotely related to the presented
approach, respectively aim to find a generic model with quick adaptability to
new tasks, achieved through few-shot learning, and to transfer the performance
model learned for a task, to another task.
Contributions. The contribution of the paper is twofold. On the algorithmic
side, a distribution-based invariant deep architecture (Dida) able to learn such
meta-features is presented in Section 2. The challenge is that a meta-feature
associated to a set of samples must be invariant both under permutation of the
samples, and under permutation of their coordinates. Moreover, the architecture
must be flexible enough to accept discrete distributions with diverse support
and feature sizes. The theoretical properties of these architectures (smoothness
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and universality) are detailed in Section 3. A proof of concept of the merits of
the approach is presented in Section 4, where the AutoML problem is restricted
to the identification of the best SVM configuration on a large-size benchmark of
diversified datasets.
2 Distribution-Based Invariant Networks for Meta-
Feature Learning
This section describes our distribution-based invariant layers, mapping a
point distribution to another one while respecting invariances. It details how
they can be trained to perform invariant regression and achieve meta-feature
learning.
2.1 Invariant Functions of Discrete Distributions
Let z= {(xi, yi) ∈ Rd}ni=1 denote a dataset including n labelled samples,
with xi ∈ RdX an instance and yi ∈ RdY the associated multi-label. With
dX and dY respectively being the dimensions of the instance and label spaces,
let d def.= dX + dY . By construction, z is invariant under permutation on the
sample ordering; it is viewed as an n-size discrete distribution 1n
∑n
i=1 δzi in Rd,
as opposed to a point cloud. While the paper focuses on the case of discrete
distributions, the approach and theoretical results also hold in the general case
of continuous distribution (Appendix A).
We denote Zn(Rd) the space of such n-size point distributions, with Z(Rd)
def.
=
∪nZn(Rd) the space of distributions of arbitrary size.
As the performance of an ML algorithm is most generally invariant w.r.t.
permutations operating on the feature or label spaces, the neural architectures
leveraged to learn the meta-features must enjoy the same property. Formally,
let G def.= SdX × SdY denote the group of permutations independently operating
on the feature and label spaces. For σ = (σX , σY ) ∈ G, the image σ(z) of a
labelled sample is defined as (σX(x), σY (y)), with x = (x[k])dXk=1 and σX(x)
def.
=
(x[σ−1X (k)])k. For simplicity and by abuse of notations, the operator mapping a
distribution z = (zi)i to {σ(zi)} def.= σ]z is still denoted σ.
We denote Z(Ω) the space of distributions supported on some set Ω ⊂ Rd,
and we assume that the domain Ω is invariant under permutations in G.
The goal of the paper is to define trainable deep architectures, implementing
functions ϕ defined on Z(Ω ⊂ Rd) such that these are invariant under G, i.e.
ϕ(σ]z) = ϕ(z) for any σ ∈ G. Such functions will be trained to define meta-
features.
2.2 Distribution-Based Invariant Layers
Taking inspiration from [39], the basic building-blocks of the proposed neural
architecture are extended to satisfy the feature- and label-invariance require-
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ments.
Definition 1. (Distribution-based invariant layers) Let an interaction functional
ϕ : Rd × Rd → Rr be G-invariant, i.e.
∀σ ∈ G, ∀(z1, z2) ∈ (Rd)2, ϕ(z1, z2) = ϕ(σ(z1), σ(z2)).
A distribution-based invariant layer fϕ is defined as
fϕ : z = (zi)ni=1 ∈ Zn(Rd) 7→ fϕ(z) def.=
 1
n
n∑
j=1
ϕ(z1, zj), . . . ,
1
n
n∑
j=1
ϕ(zn, zj)
 ∈ Zn(Rr).
(1)
It is easy to see that fϕ : Z(Rd) → Z(Rr) is invariant. The construction
of such a distribution-based invariant fϕ is extended to arbitrary (possibly
continuous) probability distributions by essentially replacing sums by integrals
(Appendix A).
Remark 1. (Nature of the invariance) Note that the invariance requirement on
ϕ actually is less demanding than requiring ϕ(z, z′) = ϕ(σ(z), τ(z′)) for any two
distinct permutations σ and τ in G.
Two particular cases are when ϕ only depends on its first or second input:
(i) if ϕ(z, z′) = ψ(z′), then fϕ computes a global “moment” descriptor of the
input, as fϕ(z) = 1n
∑n
j=1 ψ(zj) ∈ Rr.
(ii) if ϕ(z, z′) = ξ(z), then fϕ transports the input distribution via ξ, as
fϕ(z) = {ξ(zi)}i ⊂ Rr. This operation is referred to as a push-forward.
Remark 2. (Spaces of arbitrary dimension) Both in practice and in theory, it is
important to define fϕ layers (in particular the first one of the architecture) that
can be applied to distributions on RdX × RdY of arbitrary dimensions dX and
dY . This can be achieved by constraining ϕ to be of the form, with z = (x, y)
and z′ = (x′, y′):
ϕ(z, z′) = v
(
dX∑
k=1
dY∑
`=1
u(x[k], x′[`], y[k], y′[`])
)
where u : R4 → Rt and v : Rt → Rr are independent of d.
Remark 3. (Generalization to arbitrary groups) The definition of invariant
functions ϕ (and the corresponding architectures) can be generalized to arbitrary
group operating on Rd (in particular sub-groups of the permutation group). A
simple way to design an invariant function is to consider ϕ(z, z′) = ψ(z + z′)
where ψ is G-invariant. In the linear case, [41], Theorem 5 shows that these
types of functions are the only ones, but this is not anymore true for non-linear
functions.
Remark 4. (Localized computation) In practice, the complexity of computing
1
n
∑
j ϕ(zi, zj) can be reduced by considering only zj in a neighborhood of zi.
The layer then extracts local information around each of the points.
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2.3 Learning Dataset Meta-features from Distributions
The proposed invariant regression neural architectures defined on point
distributions (Dida) are defined as
z ∈ Z(Rd) 7→ Fζ(z) def.= fϕm ◦ fϕm−1 ◦ . . . ◦ fϕ1(z) ∈ Rdm+1 (2)
where ζ are the trainable parameters of the architecture (detailed below). Here
ϕk : Rdk × Rdk → Rdk+1 , d1 = d and ϕm only depends on its second argument
(such that Fζ(z) ∈ Rdm+1 should be understood as being a vector, as opposed to
a distribution). Note that only ϕ1 is required to be G-invariant and dimension-
agnostic for the architecture to be as well. In practice, this map ϕ1 defined as in
Remark 2 is thus learned using inputs of varying dimension as a G-invariant layer
with dY = 1, where u maps (x, x′, y, y′) ∈ R4 to [ρ(Au[x;x′] + bu);1y 6=y′ ] ∈ Rt,
v maps e ∈ Rt to ρ(Ave+ bv) ∈ Rr, with Au ·+bu, Av ·+bv are affine functions,
ρ is a non-linearity and [.; .] denotes concatenation.
As the following layers ϕk (k = 2, . . . ,m) need not be invariant, they are
parameterized as ϕk = ρ(Ak ·+bk) using a pair Ak, bk of (matrix,vector). The
parameters of the Dida architecture are thus ζ def.= (Au, bu, Av, bv, {Ak, bk}k).
They are learned in a supervised fashion, with a loss function depending on the
task at hand (see Section 4). By construction, these architectures are invariant
w.r.t. the orderings of both the points composing the input distributions and
their coordinates. The input distributions can be composed of any number of
points in any dimension, which is a distinctive feature with respect to [41].
3 Theoretical Analysis
To get some insight on these architectures, we now detail their robustness to
perturbations and their approximation abilities with respect to the convergence
in law, which is the natural topology for distributions. Although we expose these
contributions for discrete distributions, these results hold for arbitrary (possibly
continuous) distributions (supplementary material, Appendix A).
3.1 Optimal Transport Comparison of Datasets
Point clouds vs. distributions. It is important to note that learning from
datasets, referred to as meta-learning for simplicity in the sequel, requires such
datasets be seen as probability distributions, as opposed to point clouds. For
instance, having twice the same point in a dataset really corresponds to doubling
its mass, i.e. it should have twice more importance than the other points. We
thus argue that the natural topology to analyze meta-learning methods is the
one of the convergence in law, which can be quantified using Wasserstein optimal
transport distances. This is in sharp contrast with point clouds architectures
(see for instance [27]), making use of max-pooling and relying on the Haussdorff
distance to analyze the architecture properties. While this analysis is standard
for low-dimensional (2D and 3D) applications in graphics and vision, this is not
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suitable for our purpose, because max-pooling is not a continuous operation for
the topology of convergence in law.
Wasserstein distance. In order to quantify the regularity of the involved
functionals, we resort to the 1-Wasserstein distance between two discrete proba-
bility distributions z, z′ ∈ Zn(Rd)× Zm(Rd) (referring the reader to [21, 33] for
a comprehensive presentation of Wasserstein distance):
W1(z, z′)
def.
= max
f∈Lip1(Rd)
1
n
n∑
i=1
f(zi)− 1
m
m∑
j=1
f(z′j)
where Lip1(Rd) is the space of 1-Lipschitz functions f : Rd → R. In this
paper, as probability distribution z = (z1, . . . , zn) and its permuted image
(σ(z1), . . . , σ(zn))
def.
= σ]z under σ ∈ G are considered to be indistinguishable, one
introduces the permutation-invariant 1-Wasserstein distance: for z ∈ Zn(Rd), z′ ∈
Zm(Rd):
W1(z, z′) = min
σ∈G
W1(σ]z, z′)
such that W1(z, z′) = 0 if and only if z and z′ are equal (in the sense of probability
distributions) up to feature permutations (i.e. belong to the same equivalence
class, Appendix A).
Lipschitz property. In this context, a map f : Z(Rd)→ Z(Rr) is continuous
for the convergence in law1 (aka the weak∗ of distributions, denoted⇀) if for any
sequence z(k) ⇀ z, then f(z(k)) ⇀ f(z). The Wasserstein distance metrizes the
convergence in law, in the sense that z(k) ⇀ z is equivalent to W1(z(k), z)→ 0.
Such a map is furthermore said to be C-Lipschitz for the permutation invariant
1-Wasserstein distance if
∀(z, z′) ∈ Z(Rd)2, W1(f(z), f(z′)) 6 CW1(z, z′). (3)
Lipschitz properties enable us to analyze robustness to input perturbations, since
it ensures that if the input distributions are close enough (in the permutation
invariant 1-Wasserstein sense), the corresponding outputs are close too.
3.2 Regularity of Distribution-Based Invariant Layers
The following propositions show the robustness of invariant layers with respect
to different variations of their input, assuming the following regularity condition
on the interaction functional:
∀z ∈ Rd, ϕ(z, ·) and ϕ(·, z) are Lip(ϕ)− Lipschitz. (4)
1Note that f takes any probability distribution on Rd as input, hence in particular, n−size
samples belonging to Zn(Rd) for any n are accepted, as well as continuous distributions
(Appendix A).
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The proofs of this section are detailed in Appendix B. We first show that
invariant layers are Lipschitz regular. This ensures that deep architectures of
the form (2) map close inputs onto close outputs.
Proposition 1. Invariant layers fϕ of type (1) are (2r Lip(ϕ))-Lipschitz in the
sense of (3).
Secondly, we consider perturbations with respect to diffeomorphisms. This
stability is important for instance to cope with situation where an auto-encoder τ
has been trained, so that a dataset z = (z1, . . . , zn) and its encoded-decoded rep-
resentation τ]z = (τ(z1), . . . , τ(zn)) are expected to yield similar meta-features.
The following proposition shows that fϕ(τ]z) and fϕ(z) are indeed close if τ is
close to the identity, which is expected when using auto-encoders. It also shows
that similarly, if both inputs and outputs are modified by regular deformations
τ and ξ, then the output are also close.
Proposition 2. For τ : Rd → Rd and ξ : Rr → Rr two Lipschitz maps, one has
for all z, z′ ∈ Z(Ω),
W1(ξ]fϕ(τ]z), fϕ(z)) 6 sup
x∈fϕ(τ(Ω))
||ξ(x)− x||2 + 2r Lip(ϕ) sup
x∈Ω
||τ(x)− x||2
W1(ξ]fϕ(τ]z), ξ]fϕ(τ]z′)) 6 2r Lip(ϕ) Lip(τ) Lip(ξ)W1(z, z′) if τ is equivariant.
3.3 Universality of Invariant Layers
We now show that our architecture can approximate any continuous invariant
map. More precisely, the following proposition shows that the combination of
an invariant layer (1) and a fully-connected layer are enough to reach universal
approximation capability. This statement holds for arbitrary distributions (not
necessarily discrete) and for functions defined on spaces of arbitrary dimension
in the sense of Remark 2 (assuming some a priori bound on the dimensions).
Theorem 1. Let F : Z(Ω)→ R a G-invariant map on a compact Ω, continuous
for the convergence in law. Then ∀ε > 0, there exists two continuous maps ψ,ϕ
such that
∀z ∈ Z(Ω), |F(z)− ψ ◦ fϕ(z)| < ε
where ϕ is G-invariant and independent of F .
Proof. We give a sketch of the proof, more detail is provided in Appendix C).
We consider ϕ = g ◦ h where: (i) h is the collection of dX elementary symmetric
polynomials in the features and dY elementary symmetric polynomials in the
labels, which are invariant to G; (ii) h is defined through a discretization of h(Ω)
on a grid; (iii) ψ applies function F on a discretized version of z – which requires
h to be bijective: this is achieved by h˜, through a projection on the quotient
space Sd/G and a restriction to its image compact Ω′. The sum in definition of
fϕ computes an expectation E ◦ g which collects integrals over each cell of the
grid to approximate measure h]z by a discrete counterpart ĥ]z. Hence ψ applies
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F to h˜−1] (ĥ]z). Continuity is obtained as follows: (i) proximity of h]z and ĥ]z is
guaranteed (see Lemma 1 from [39]) and gets tighter as the discretization step
tends to 0 ; (ii) the map h˜−1 is regular enough (1/d-Hölder, see theorem 1.3.1
from [8]) such that according to Lemma 2, W1(z, h˜−1] ĥ]z) can be upper-bounded;
(iii) since Ω is compact, by Banach-Alaoglu theorem, Z(Ω) also is. Since F is
continuous, it is thus uniformly weak-* continuous: choosing a discretization
step small enough ensures the result.
Remark 5. (Approximation by an invariant NN) A consequence of theorem 1 is
that any continuous invariant regression function taking (compactly supported)
distributions can be approximated to arbitrary precision by an invariant neural
network. This result is detailed in Appendix C and uses the following ingredients:
(i) an invariant layer with ϕ that can be approximated by an invariant network;
(ii) the universal approximation theorem [2, 3]; (iii) uniform continuity to obtain
uniform bounds.
Remark 6. (Extension to different spaces) Theorem 1 also extends to distributions
supported on different spaces, by considering a joint embedding space of large
enough dimension. This way, any invariant prediction function can (uniformly)
be approximated by an invariant network, up to setting added coordinates to
zero (Appendix C).
4 Learning meta-features: proofs of concept
To showcase the validity of the proposed architecture, two proofs of concept
are proposed, extracting meta-features by training Dida2 to achieve two tasks,
respectively distribution identification and performance model learning.
4.1 Experimental setting
Three benchmarks have been considered (details in supplementary material,
Appendix D). Benchmarks TOY and UCI are taken from [34], respectively
involving toy datasets with instances in R2, and 121 datasets from the UCI
repository [44]. Benchmark OpenML-3D is derived from 593 datasets extracted
from the OpenML repository [18], where each dataset z = {(xi, yi)}ni=1 gives
rise to compressed datasets using auto-encoders (instance xi being replaced with
its 3d-image in latent space). Twenty such compressed datasets are generated
for each initial OpenML dataset. Each benchmark is divided into 70%-30%
training-test sets (all compressed datasets generated from a same dataset being
either in training or in test sets).
The Dida neural architecture includes 2 invariant layers followed by three
fully connected layers of sizes 256, 128, 64. The first layer processes a dataset z
(finite distribution in dimension d), yielding a distribution in dimension 10, while
the second layer yields a deterministic vector in dimension 1024. The latter is
2Dida code is available at: https://github.com/herilalaina/dida.
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processed by the FC architecture; Fζ(z) denotes the learned meta-features, with
Dida parameters ζ (section 2.3).
All experiments are run on 4 NVIDIA-Tesla-V100-SXM2 GPUs with 32GB
memory, using Adam optimizer with base learning rate 10−4 and batch size 32.
4.2 Task 1: Distribution Identification
The patch identification task is introduced by [34]. Let dataset z = {(xi, yi) ∈
Rd}i∈J , referred to as patch of dataset v = {(xi, yi) ∈ Rd}ni=1, be extracted by
uniformly selecting a subset of samples with indices in J ⊂ {1, . . . , n}. To each
pair of patches (z,z’) (with same number of instances) is associated the binary
meta-label y(z, z′), set to 1 iff z and z’ are extracted from the same initial dataset.
In this case, the Dida parameters ζ are trained to build the (dimension-agnostic)
model yˆζ minimizing the (weighted version of) binary cross-entropy loss:
min
ζ
−
∑
z,z′
y(z, z′) log(yˆζ(z, z′)) + (1− y(z, z′)) log(1− yˆζ(z, z′)) (5)
with yˆζ(z, z′) = exp (−||Fζ(z)−Fζ(z′)||2) and meta-features Fζ(z) defined as
the 64-dimensional output of the last FC layer.
The Dida performance is assessed comparatively to Dataset2Vec3. Table
1 shows that Dida significantly outperforms Dataset2Vec on all benchmarks
(columns 1-3), all the more so as the number of features in the datasets is large
(in UCI). Uncertainty estimates are obtained with 3 folds splitting of the test
set.
Method TOY UCI OpenML
(1) (2) (3) (4)
Dataset2Vec 95.64%± 1.25 83.14%± 0.99 97.12%± 0.33 89.03%± 1.7
Dida 97.2 % ± 0.1 89.2 % ± 2.1 98.54% ± 0.9 91.57% ± 2.11
Table 1: Distribution identification: Comparative performances of Dida and
Dataset2Vec on patch identification (columns 1-3) and distribution identifica-
tion (column 4; see text).
An original generalization of patch identification is defined using OpenML-3D,
where the label y(z, z′) of a pair of patches (z, z′) is thereafter set to 1 iff z and
z′ are extracted from some u and u′, with u and u′ derived by auto-encoder
from the same initial OpenML dataset. The task difficulty is increased compared
to patch identification as patches z and z′ are now extracted from similar
distributions4, as opposed to the same distribution. Dida also significantly
outperforms Dataset2Vec (Table 1, column (4)).
3Dataset2Vec code is available at https://github.com/hadijomaa/dataset2vec.
4If the composition of the encoder and decoder module were the identity, then the u
distribution is mapped onto the u′ distribution by composing the decoder of the AE used to
generate u with the encoder of the AE used to generate u′.
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All experiments are conducted using 10 patches of 100 samples for each
dataset. Dida computational time is ca 2 hours on TOY and UCI, and 6 hours
on OpenML 3D. Dataset2Vec hyperparameters are set to their default values
except size and number of patches, set to same values as in Dida.
4.3 Task 2: Performance model learning
The set Θ of ML configurations includes 100 SVM configurations (e.g. type
and hyper-parameters of the kernel). For each configuration θ and dataset z,
the performance pθ(z) is the predictive accuracy of the SVM learned from z and
assessed using a 90%-10% split among training and test sets, with p∗(z) and
p¯(z) respectively the best and the median values of pθ(z) for θ ranging in Θ.
Top-k(z) is the set of k configurations with highest accuracy on z. The goal of
performance modelling is to support the a priori identification of a sufficiently
good, or quasi-optimal, configuration for each z.
Dida is trained to approximate the metric induced on OpenML 3D benchmark
by the ML configurations Θ. Let the dissimilarity of two datasets z and z′ be
defined as:
Dis(z, z′) = min{k ∈ N s.t. Top-k (z)
⋂
Top-k (z′) 6= ∅} (6)
Based on this dissimilarity, three clusters are defined on each benchmark, and
the associated 3-class learning problem is considered, with meta-label y(z) the
index of the cluster z belongs to. On the top of the last invariant layer (delivering
meta-features Fζ(z)) are built the three fully-connected layers followed by a
softmax with output yˆj(z) for j = 1, 2, 3. The Dida parameters ζ are thus
learned by classically minimizing the (weighted version of) cross-entropy loss
−∑z∑j 1y(z)=j log yˆj(z). On the top of meta-features Fζ(z), a metric learning
module is trained using ListMLE [10], yielding Gζ(z) such that the Euclidean
metric based on the Gζ(z) be compliant with Dis:
if Dis(z, z′) < Dis(z, z”), then ||Gζ(z)− Gζ(z′)|| < ||Gζ(z)− Gζ(z”)|| (7)
The merits of the Gζ meta-features are comparatively established as follows.
For each z in the benchmark, let neighbor(z, i,MF ) denote the i-th nearest neigh-
bor of z according to the metric defined by meta-features MF, be they extracted by
Dida, handcrafted as used in [31] or in [20], or based on landmarks [7]. For each
z in the benchmark, let neighbor(z, i,MF ) denote the i-th nearest neighbor of z
according to the metric defined by meta-features MF. Likewise, let p∗(z, i,MF )
denote the performance on z of the best configuration for neighbor(z, i,MF ),
and Best(z, i,MF ) = max{p∗(z, t,MF ), t = 1 . . . i}. The regret of the AutoML
process based on MF is defined as R(z, i,MF ) = Best(z,i,MF )−p
∗(z)
p¯(z)−p∗(z) .
Figure 1 displays the regret curve associated to Dida meta-features, compar-
atively to that of handcrafted meta-features [31, 20], landmarks [7], or random
meta-features; the regret of the best θ on average on the training set is displayed
for comparison. Handcrafted and landmark meta-features are normalized then
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Figure 1: Comparative assessment of the AutoML process based on Dida,
handcrafted, Auto-Sklearn, landmark and random meta-features on OpenML
3D benchmark.
pre-processed using SVD, retaining the top 10 singular values. These regret
curves establish the relevance of the proposed Dida approach; a discussion on
its limitations is presented in supplementary material, Appendix D.
5 Conclusion
In this paper, we develop Dida, an architecture performing invariant re-
gression on point distributions, invariant w.r.t. feature permutations and ac-
commodating various data sizes, backed by theoretical capabilities of universal
approximation and robustness, with natural extensions to continuous distribu-
tions.
Tackling the long-known Auto-ML problem, we demonstrate the feasibility and
relevance of automatically extracting meta-feature vectors using Dida, out-
performing the Dataset2Vec approach [34] and the meta-features manually
defined in the last two decades [20, 31].
The ability to pertinently situate a dataset in the landscape defined by ML
algorithms paves the way to quite a few applications beyond Auto-ML, ranging
from domain adaptation to meta-learning.
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Supplementary
A Extension to arbitrary distributions
Overall notations. Let X ∈ R(Rd) denote a random vector on Rd with
αX ∈ P(Rd) its law (a positive Radon measure with unit mass). By definition,
its expectation denoted E(X) reads E(X) =
∫
Rd xdαX(x) ∈ Rd, and for any
continuous function f : Rd → Rr, E(f(X)) = ∫Rd f(x)dαX(x). In the following,
two random vectors X and X ′ with same law αX are considered indistinguishable,
noted X ′ ∼ X. Letting f : Rd 7→ Rr denote a function on Rd, the push-forward
operator by f , noted f] : P(Rd) 7→ P(Rr) is defined as follows, for any g
continuous function from Rd to Rr (g in C(Rd;Rr)):
∀g ∈ C(Rd;Rr)
∫
Rr
gd(f]α)
def.
=
∫
Rd
g(f(x))dα(x)
Letting {xi} be a set of points in Rd with wi > 0 such that
∑
i wi = 1, the
discrete measure αX =
∑
i wiδxi is the sum of the Dirac measures δxi weighted
by wi.
Invariances. In this paper, we consider functions on probability measures that
are invariant with respect to permutations of coordinates. Therefore, denoting
Sd the d-sized permutation group, we consider measures over a symmetrized
compact Ω ⊂ Rd equipped with the following equivalence relation: for α, β ∈
P(Ω), α ∼ β ⇐⇒ ∃σ ∈ Sd, β = σ]α, such that a measure and its permuted
counterpart are indistinguishable in the corresponding quotient space, denoted
alternatively P(Ω)/∼ or R(Ω)/∼. A function ϕ : Ωn → R is said to be invariant
(by permutations of coordinates) iff ∀σ ∈ Sd, ϕ(x1, . . . , xn) = ϕ(σ(x1), . . . , σ(xn))
(Definition 1).
Tensorization. Letting X and Y respectively denote two random vectors on
R(Rd) and R(Rp), the tensor product vector X ⊗ Y is defined as: X ⊗ Y def.=
(X
′
, Y
′
) ∈ R(Rd × Rp), where X ′ and Y ′ are independent and have the same
law as X and Y , i.e. d(αX⊗Y )(x, y) = dαX(x)dαY (y). In the finite case, for
αX =
1
n
∑
i δxi and αY =
1
m
∑
j δyj , then αX⊗Y =
1
nm
∑
i,j δxi,yj , weighted sum
of Dirac measures on all pairs (xi, yj). The k−fold tensorization of a random
vector X ∼ αX , with law α⊗kX , generalizes the above construction to the case
of k independent random variables with law αX . Tensorization will be used to
define the law of datasets, and design universal architectures (Appendix C).
Invariant layers. In the general case, an invariant layer fϕ with invariant
map ϕ : Rd × Rd → Rr such that ϕ satisfies
∀(x1, x2) ∈ (Rd)2,∀σ ∈ Sd, ϕ(σ(x1), σ(x2)) = ϕ(x1, x2)
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is defined as
fϕ : X ∈ R(Rd)/∼ 7→ EX′∼X [ϕ(X,X ′)] ∈ R(Rr)/∼
where the expectation is taken over X ′ ∼ X. Note that considering the cou-
ple (X,X ′) of independent random vectors X ′ ∼ X amounts to consider the
tensorized law αX ⊗ αX .
Remark 7. Taking as input a discrete distribution αX =
∑n
i=1 wiδxi , the
invariant layer outputs another discrete distribution αY =
∑n
i=1 wiδyi with
yi =
∑n
j=1 wjϕ(xi, xj); each input point xi is mapped onto yi summarizing the
pairwise interactions with xi after ϕ.
Remark 8. Invariant layers can also be generalized to handle higher order in-
teractions functionals, namely fϕ(X)
def.
= EX2,...,XN∼X [ϕ(X,X2, . . . , XN )], which
amounts to consider, in the discrete case, N -uple of inputs points (xj1 , . . . , xjN ).
B Proofs on Regularity
Wasserstein distance. The regularity of the involved functionals is measured
w.r.t. the 1-Wasserstein distance between two probability distributions (α, β) ∈
P(Rd)
W1(α, β)
def.
= min
pi1=α,pi2=β
∫
Rd×Rd
||x− y||dpi(x, y) def.= min
X∼α,Y∼β
E(||X − Y ||)
where the minimum is taken over measures on Rd × Rd with marginals α, β ∈
P(Rd). W1 is known to be a norm [21], that can be conveniently computed
using
W1(α, β) = W1(α− β) = max
Lip(g)61
∫
Rd
gd(α− β),
where Lip(g) is the Lipschitz constant of g : Rd → R with respect to the
Euclidean norm (unless otherwise stated). For simplicity and by abuse of
notations, W1(X,Y ) is used instead of W1(α, β) when X ∼ α and Y ∼ β. The
convergence in law denoted ⇀ is equivalent to the convergence in Wasserstein
distance in the sense that Xk ⇀ X is equivalent to W1(Xk, X)→ 0.
Permutation-invariant Wasserstein distance. The Wasserstein distance
is quotiented according to the permutation-invariance equivalence classes: for
α, β ∈ P(Rd)
W1(α, β)
def.
= min
σ∈Sd
W1(σ]α, β) = min
σ∈Sd
max
Lip(g)61
∫
Rd
g ◦ σdα−
∫
Rd
gdβ
such that W1(α, β) = 0 ⇐⇒ α ∼ β. W1 defines a norm on P(Rd)/∼.
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Lipschitz property. A map f : R(Rd) → R(Rr) is continuous for the con-
vergence in law (aka the weak∗ of measures) if for any sequence Xk ⇀ X, then
f(Xk) ⇀ f(X). Such a map is furthermore said to be C-Lipschitz for the
permutation invariant 1-Wasserstein distance if
∀ (X,Y ) ∈ (R(Rd)/∼)2, W1(f(X), f(Y )) 6 CW1(X,Y ). (8)
Lipschitz properties enable us to analyze robustness to input perturbations,
since it ensures that if the input distributions of random vectors are close in
the permutation invariant Wasserstein sense, the corresponding output laws are
close, too.
Proofs of section 3.2.
Proof. (Proposition 1). For α, β ∈ P(Rd), Proposition 1 from [39] yields
W1(fϕ(α), fϕ(β)) 6 2r Lip(ϕ) W1(α, β), hence, for σ ∈ G,
W1(σ]fϕ(α), fϕ(β)) 6 W1(σ]fϕ(α), fϕ(α)) + W1(fϕ(α), fϕ(β))
6 W1(σ]fϕ(α), fϕ(α)) + 2r Lip(ϕ) W1(α, β)
hence, taking the infimum over σ yields
W1(fϕ(α), fϕ(β)) 6 W1(fϕ(α), fϕ(α)) + 2r Lip(ϕ) W1(α, β)
6 2r Lip(ϕ) W1(α, β)
Since fϕ is invariant, for σ ∈ G, fϕ(z) = fϕ(σ]z),
W1(fϕ(α), fϕ(β)) 6 2r Lip(ϕ) W1(σ]α, β)
Taking the infimum over σ yields the result.
Proof. (Proposition 2). To upper bound W1(ξ]fϕ(τ]α), fϕ(α)) for α ∈ P(Rd),
we proceed as follows, using proposition 3 from [39] and proposition 1:
W1(ξ]fϕ(τ]αϕ(α)), fϕ(α)) 6 W1(ξ]fϕ(τ]α), fϕ(τ]α)) + W1(fϕ(τ]α), fϕ(α))
6 ||ξ − id||L1(fϕ(τ]α)) + Lip(fϕ) W1(τ]α, α)
6 sup
y∈fϕ(τ(Ω))
||ξ(y)− y||2 + 2r Lip(ϕ) sup
x∈Ω
||τ(x)− x||2
For σ ∈ G, we get
W1(σ]ξ]fϕ(τ]α), fϕ(α)) 6 W1(σ]ξ]fϕ(τ]α), ξ]fϕ(τ]α)) + W1(ξ]fϕ(τ]α), fϕ(α))
Taking the infimum over σ yields
W1(ξ]fϕ(τ]α), fϕ(α)) 6 W1(ξ]fϕ(τ]α), fϕ(α))
6 sup
y∈fϕ(τ(Ω))
||ξ(y)− y||2 + 2rC(ϕ) sup
x∈Ω
||τ(x)− x||2
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Similarly, for α, β ∈ (P(Rd))2,
W1(ξ]fϕ(τ]α), ξ]fϕ(τ]β)) 6 Lip(ξ) W1(fϕ(τ]α), fϕ(τ]β))
6 Lip(ξ) Lip(fϕ) W1(τ]α, τ]β)
6 2r Lip(ϕ) Lip(ξ) Lip(τ) W1(α, β)
hence, for σ ∈ G,
W1(σ]ξ]fϕ(τ]α), ξ]fϕ(τ]β)) 6 W1(σ]ξ]fϕ(τ]α), ξ]fϕ(τ]α))
+ W1(ξ]fϕ(τ]α), ξ]fϕ(τ]β))
and taking the infimum over σ yields
W1(ξ]fϕ(τ]α), ξ]fϕ(τ]β)) 6 W1(ξ]fϕ(τ]α), ξ]fϕ(τ]β))
6 2r Lip(ϕ) Lip(ξ) Lip(τ) W1(α, β)
Since τ is equivariant: namely, for α ∈ P(Rd), σ ∈ G, τ](σ]α) = σ](τ]α), hence,
since fϕ is invariant, fϕ(τ](σ]α)) = fϕ(σ](τ]α)) = fϕ(τ]α), hence for σ ∈ G,
W1(ξ]fϕ(τ]α), ξ]fϕ(τ]β)) 6 2r Lip(ϕ) Lip(ξ) Lip(τ) W1(σ]α, β)
Taking the infimum over σ yields the result.
C Proofs on Universality
Detailed proof of Theorem 1. This paragraph details the result in the case
of Sd−invariance, while the next one focuses on invariances w.r.t. products of
permutations. Before providing a proof of Theorem 1 we first state two useful
lemmas. Lemma 1 is mentioned for completeness, referring the reader to [39],
Lemma 1 for a proof.
Lemma 1. Let (Sj)
N
j=1 be a partition of a domain including Ω (Sj ⊂ Rd) and
let xj ∈ Sj . Let (ϕj)Nj=1 a set of bounded functions ϕj : Ω→ R supported on Sj,
such that
∑
j ϕj = 1 on Ω. For α ∈ P(Ω), we denote αˆN def.=
∑N
j=1 αjδxj with
αj
def.
=
∫
Sj
ϕjdα. One has, denoting ∆j
def.
= maxx∈Sj ||xj − x||,
W1(αˆN , α) 6 max
16j6N
∆j .
Lemma 2. Let f : Rd → Rq a 1/p-Hölder continuous function (p > 1), then
there exists a constant C > 0 such that for all α, β ∈ P(Rd), W1(f]α, f]β) 6
C W1(α, β)
1/p.
Proof. For any transport map pi with marginals α and β, 1/p-Hölderness of
f with constant C yields
∫ ||f(x)− f(y)||2dpi(x, y) 6 C ∫ ||x− y||1/p2 dpi(x, y) 6
C
(∫ ||x− y||2dpi(x, y))1/p using Jensen’s inequality (p 6 1). Taking the infimum
over pi yields W1(f]α, f]β) 6 C W1(α, β)1/p.
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Now we are ready to dive into the proof. Let α ∈ P(Rd). We consider:
• h : x = (x1, . . . , xd) ∈ Rd 7→
(∑
16j1<...<ji6d xj1 · . . . · xji
)
i=1...d
∈ Rd the
collection of d elementary symmetric polynomials; h does not lead to a
loss in information, in the sense that it generates the ring of Sd-invariant
polynomials (see for instance [43], chapter 7, theorem 3) while preserving
the classes (see the proof of Lemma 2, appendix D from [41]);
• h is obviously not injective, so we consider pi : Rd → Rd/Sd the projection
onto Rd/Sd: h = h˜ ◦ pi such that h˜ is bijective from pi(Ω) to its image Ω′ ,
compact of Rd; h˜ and h˜−1 are continuous;
• Let (ϕi)i=1...N the piecewise affine P1 finite element basis, which are hat
functions on a discretization (Si)i=1...N of Ω
′ ⊂ Rd, with centers of cells
(yi)i=1...N . We then define g : x ∈ Rd 7→ (ϕ1(x), . . . , ϕN (x)) ∈ RN ;
• f : (α1, . . . , αN ) ∈ RN 7→ F
(∑N
i=1 αiδh˜−1(yi)
)
∈ R.
We approximate F using the following steps:
• Lemma 1 (see Lemma 1 from [39]) yields that h]α and ĥ]α =
∑N
i=1 αiδyi
are close: W1(h]α, ĥ]α) 6
√
d/N1/d;
• The map h˜−1 is regular enough (1/d-Hölder) such that according to Lemma
2, there exists a constant C > 0 such that
W1(h˜
−1
] (h]α), h˜
−1
] ĥ]α) 6 C W1(h]α, ĥ]α)1/d 6 Cd1/2d/N1/d
2
Hence W1(α, h˜−1] ĥ]α) := infσ∈Sd W1(σ]α, h˜
−1
] ĥ]α) 6 Cd1/2d/N1/d
2
.
Note that h maps the roots of polynomial
∏d
i=1(X−x(i)) to its coefficients
(up to signs). Theorem 1.3.1 from [8] yields continuity and 1/d-Hölderness
of the reverse map. Hence h˜−1 is 1/d-Hölder.
• Since Ω is compact, by Banach-Alaoglu theorem, we obtain that P(Ω)
is weakly-* compact, hence P(Ω)/∼ also is. Since F is continuous, it is
thus uniformly weak-* continuous: for any ε > 0, there exists δ > 0 such
that W1(α, h˜−1] ĥ]α) 6 δ implies |F(α) − F(h˜−1] ĥ]α)| < ε. Choosing N
large enough such that Cd1/2d/N1/d
2 6 δ therefore ensures that |F(α)−
F(h˜−1] ĥ]α)| < ε.
Extension of Theorem 1 to products of permutation groups.
Corollary 1. Let F : P(Ω)/∼ → R a continuous Sd1 × . . .× Sdn-invariant map
(
∑
i di = d), where Ω is a symmetrized compact over Rd. Then ∀ε > 0, there
exists three continuous maps f, g, h such that
∀α ∈M1+(Ω)/∼, |F(α)− f ◦ E ◦ g(h]α)| < ε
where h is invariant; g, h are independent of F .
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Proof. We provide a proof in the case G = Sd × Sp, which naturally extends to
any product group G = Sd1 × . . .× Sdn . We trade h for the collection of elemen-
tary symmetric polynomials in the first d variables; and in the last p variables: h :
(x1, . . . , xd, y1, . . . , yp) ∈ Rd+p 7→ ([
∑
16j1<...<ji6d xj1 . . . xji ]
d
i=1; [
∑
16j1<...<ji6p
yj1 . . . yji ]
p
i=1) ∈ Rd+p up to normalizing constants (see Lemma 4). Step 1 (in
Lemma 3) consists in showing that h does not lead to a loss of information, in
the sense that it generates the ring of Sd × Sp−invariant polynomials. In step 2
(in Lemma 4), we show that h˜−1 is 1/max(d, p)−Hölder. Combined with the
proof of Theorem 1, this amounts to showing that the concatenation of Hölder
functions (up to normalizing constants) is Hölder. With these ingredients, the
sketch of the previous proof yields the result.
Lemma 3. Let the collection of symmetric invariant polynomials
[Pi(X1, . . . , Xd)]
d
i=1
def.
= [
∑
16j1<...<ji6d
Xj1 . . . Xji ]
d
i=1
and
[Qi(Y1, . . . , Yp)]
p
i=1
def.
= [
∑
16j1<...<ji6p
Yj1 . . . Yji ]
p
i=1
The d + p−sized family (P1, . . . , Pd, Q1, . . . , Qp) generates the ring of Sd ×
Sp−invariant polynomials.
Proof. The result comes from the fact the fundamental theorem of symmet-
ric polynomials (see [43] chapter 7, theorem 3) does not depend on the base
field. Every Sd × Sp−invariant polynomial P (X1, . . . , Xd, Y1, . . . , Yp) is also
Sd × Ip−invariant with coefficients in R[Y1, . . . , Yp], hence it can be written
P = R(Y1,...,Yp)(P1, . . . , Pd). It is then also Sp−invariant with coefficients in
R[P1, . . . , Pd], hence it can be written P = S(Q1,...,Qp)(P1, . . . , Pd) ∈ R[P1, . . . , Pd,
Q1, . . . , Qp].
Lemma 4. Let h : (x, y) ∈ Ω ⊂ Rd+p 7→ (f(x)/C1, g(y)/C2) ∈ Rd+p where Ω
is compact, f : Rd → Rd is 1/d−Hölder with constant C1 and g : Rp → Rp is
1/p−Hölder with constant C2. Then h is 1/max(d, p)−Hölder.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we consider d > p so that max(d, p) = d,
and f, g normalized (f.i. ∀x, x0 ∈ (Rd)2, ||f(x) − f(x0)||1 6 ||x − x0||1/d1 ). For
(x, y), (x0, y0) ∈ Ω2, ||h(x, y)− h(x0, y0)||1 6 ||f(x)− f(x0)||1 + ||g(y)− g(y0)||1 6
||x−x0||1/d1 + ||y−y0||1/p1 since both f, g are Hölder. We denote D the diameter of
Ω, such that both ||x−x0||1/D 6 1 and ||y−y0||1/D 6 1 hold. Therefore ||h(x, y)−
h(x0, y0)||1 6 D1/d
(
||x−x0||1
D
)1/d
+D1/p
(
||y−y0||1
D
)1/p
6 21−1/dD1/p−1/d||(x, y)−
(x0, y0)||1/d1 using Jensen’s inequality, hence the result.
In the next two paragraphs, we focus the case of Sd−invariant functions for
the sake of clarity, without loss of generality. Indeed, the same technique applies
to G−invariant functions as h in that case has the same structure: its first dX
components are SdX−invariant functions of the first dX variables and its last
dY components are SdY −invariant functions of the last variables.
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Extension of Theorem 1 to distributions on spaces of varying dimen-
sion.
Corollary 2. Let I = [0; 1] and, for k ∈ [1; dm],Fk : P(Ik) → R continuous
and Sk−invariant. Suppose (Fk)k=1...dm−1 are restrictions of Fdm , namely,
∀αk ∈ P(Ik),Fk(αk) = Fdm(αk ⊗ δ⊗dm−k0 ). Then functions f and g from
Theorem 1 are uniform: there exists f, g continuous, h1, . . . , hdm continuous
invariant such that
∀k = 1 . . . dm,∀αk ∈ P(Ik), |Fk(αk)− f ◦ E ◦ g(hk]αk)| < ε.
Proof. Theorem 1 yields continuous f, g and a continuous invariant hdm such
that ∀α ∈ P(Idm), |Fdm − f ◦E ◦ g(hdm ]α)| < ε. For k = 1 . . . dm − 1, we denote
hk : (x1, . . . , xk) ∈ Rk 7→ ((
∑
16j1<...<ji6k x
(j1) · . . . · x(ji))i=1...k, 0 . . . , 0) ∈ Rdm .
With the hypothesis, for k = 1 . . . dm − 1, αk ∈ P(Ik), the fact that hk](αk) =
hdm ](αk ⊗ δ⊗dm−k0 ) yields the result.
Approximation by invariant neural networks. Based on theorem 1, F is
uniformly close to f ◦ E ◦ g ◦ h:
• We approximate f by a neural network fθ : x ∈ RN 7→ C1λ(A1x+ b1) ∈ R,
where p1 is an integer, A1 ∈ Rp1×N , C1 ∈ R1×p1 are weights, b1 ∈ Rp1 is a
bias and λ is a non-linearity.
• Since each component ϕj of ϕ = g ◦ h is permutation-invariant, it has the
representation ϕj : x = (x1, . . . , xd) ∈ Rd 7→ ρj
(∑d
i=1 u(xi)
)
[51] (which
is a special case of our layers with a base function only depending on
its first argument, see section 2.2), ρj : Rd+1 → R, and u : R → Rd+1
independent of j (see [51], theorem 7).
• We can approximate ρj and u by neural networks ρj,θ : x ∈ Rd+1 7→
C2,jλ(A2,jx+ b2,j) ∈ R and uθ : x ∈ Rd 7→ C3λ(A3x+ b3) ∈ Rd+1, where
p2,j , p3 are integers, A2,j ∈ Rp2,j×(d+1), C2,j ∈ R1×p2,j , A3 ∈ Rp3×1, C3 ∈
R(d+1)×p3 are weights and b2,j ∈ Rp2,j , b3 ∈ Rp3 are biases, and denote
ϕθ(x) = (ϕj,θ(x))j
def.
= (ρj,θ(
∑d
i=1 uθ(xi)))j .
Indeed, we upper-bound the difference of interest |F(α)− fθ (EX∼α (ϕθ(X)))|
by triangular inequality by the sum of three terms:
• |F(α)− f (EX∼α (ϕ(X)))|
• |f (EX∼α (ϕ(X)))− fθ (EX∼α (ϕ(X)))|
• |fθ (EX∼α (ϕ(X)))− fθ (EX∼α (ϕθ(X)))|
and bound each term by ε3 , which yields the result. The bound on the first term
directly comes from theorem 1 and yields a constant N which depends on ε. The
bound on the second term is a direct application of the universal approximation
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theorem (UAT) [2, 3]. Indeed, since α is a probability measure, input values of f
lie in a compact subset of RN : || ∫
Ω
g◦h(x)dα||∞ 6 maxx∈Ω maxi |gi◦h(x)|, hence
the theorem is applicable as long as λ is a nonconstant, bounded and continuous
activation function. Let us focus on the third term. Uniform continuity of fθ
yields the existence of δ > 0 s.t. ||u− v||1 < δ implies |fθ(u)− fθ(v)| < ε3 . Let
us apply the UAT: each component ϕj of h can be approximated by a neural
network ϕj,θ. Therefore:
||EX∼α (ϕ(X)− ϕθ(X)) ||1 6 EX∼α||ϕ(X)− ϕθ(X)||1
6
N∑
j=1
∫
Ω
|ϕj(x)− ϕj,θ(x)|dα(x)
6
N∑
j=1
∫
Ω
|ϕj(x)− ρj,θ(
d∑
i=1
u(xi))|dα(x)
+
N∑
j=1
∫
Ω
|ρj,θ(
d∑
i=1
u(xi))− ρj,θ(
d∑
i=1
uθ(xi))|dα(x)
6 N δ
2N
+N
δ
2N
= δ
using the triangular inequality and the fact that α is a probability measure.
The first term is small by UAT on ρj while the second also is, by UAT on u
and uniform continuity of ρj,θ. Therefore, by uniform continuity of fθ, we can
conclude.
Universality of tensorization. This complementary theorem provides in-
sight into the benefits of tensorization for approximating invariant regression
functionals, as long as the test function is invariant.
Theorem 2. The algebra
AΩ def.=
{
F : P(Ω)/∼ → R,∃n ∈ N,∃ϕ : Ωn → R invariant,∀α,F(α) =
∫
Ωn
ϕdα⊗n
}
where ⊗n denotes the n-fold tensor product, is dense in C(M1+(Ω)/∼).
Proof. This result follows from the Stone-Weierstrass theorem. Since Ω is
compact, by Banach-Alaoglu theorem, we obtain that P(Ω) is weakly-* compact,
hence P(Ω)/∼ also is. In order to apply Stone-Weierstrass, we show that AΩ
contains a non-zero constant function and is an algebra that separates points.
A (non-zero, constant) 1-valued function is obtained with n = 1 and ϕ = 1.
Stability by scalar is straightforward. For stability by sum: given (F1,F2) ∈
A2Ω (with associated functions (ϕ1, ϕ2) of tensorization degrees (n2, n2)), we
denote n def.= max(n1, n2) and ϕ(x1, . . . , xn)
def.
= ϕ1(x1, . . . , xn1) + ϕ2(x1, . . . , xn2)
which is indeed invariant, hence F1 + F2 =
∫
Ωn
ϕdα⊗n ∈ AΩ. Similarly, for
stability by product: denoting this time n = n1 + n2, we introduce the invariant
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ϕ(x1, . . . , xn) = ϕ1(x1, . . . , xn1) × ϕ2(xn1+1, . . . , xn), which shows that F =
F1 × F2 ∈ AΩ using Fubini’s theorem. Finally, AΩ separates points: if α 6= ν,
then there exists a symmetrized domain S such that α(S) 6= ν(S): indeed, if for
all symmetrized domains S, α(S) = ν(S), then α(Ω) = ν(Ω) which is absurd.
Taking n = 1 and ϕ = 1S (invariant since S is symmetrized) yields an F such
that F(α) 6= F(ν).
D Experimental validation, supplementary mate-
rial
Dida source code is provided in the last file of the supplementary material.
D.1 Benchmarks.
Three benchmarks are used (Table 2): TOY and UCI, taken from [34], and
OpenML-3D, a new one. TOY includes 10,000 datasets, where instances are
distributed along mixtures of Gaussian, intertwinning moons and rings in R2,
with 2 to 7 classes. UCI includes 121 datasets from the UCI Irvine repository
[28].
OpenML-3D is generated from 593 binary classification datasets of OpenML
[17], as follows. For each dataset z = {(xi, yi), i = 1 . . . n}, i/ the categorical
features are encoded using a one-hot array; ii/ the instance information is
dimensionally reduced using an auto-encoder [9] with latent dimension 3. Finally,
datasets ut = {enct(xi), yi} are considered, with enct the encoder module of
the AE after t training epochs. The number of epochs is at most 300, and the
training is stopped if the AE loss does not decrease for 20 consecutive epochs.
Two independent AEs are launched on each z, respectively generating the two
sets ut = {enct(xi), yi} and u′t = {enc′t(xi), yi}.
# datasets # samples # features # labels
Toy Dataset 10000 [2048, 8192] 2 [2, 7]
UCI 121 [10, 130064] [3, 262] [2, 100]
OpenML 3D 28887 [14, 50000] 3 2
Table 2: Benchmarks characteristics
Each benchmark is divided into 70%-30% training-test sets (all OpenML-3D
datasets generated from a same OpenML dataset being either in training or in
test).
D.2 Patch and Latent identification, details
Patch identification Besides the TOY and UCI benchmarks, where we fol-
lowed the same experimental setting as [34] for a fair comparison, we used 14,496
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datasets from OpenML-3D (considering the datasets ut extracted from a single
AE run for each z).
Latent identification This experiment considers the only OpenML-3D bench-
mark, using 28,887 datasets. Letting patch v be extracted from some dataset
ut in OpenML-3D, a pair of patches (v,v′) is labelled as 0 iff patches v and v’
are extracted from OpenML-3D datasets constructed from different OpenML
datasets; it is labelled as 1 iff patches are extracted from OpenML-3D datasets
ut and u′t′ constructed from the same OpenML dataset, requiring that ut and u
′
t′
be based on different encoders (to make the identification task more challenging
than patch identification). Pairs of patches extracted from OpenML-3D datasets
ut and ut′ (thus using the encoder learned in different epochs) are not considered.
D.3 Performance model identification, details
The feasibility of learning a performance model is first investigated along a
multi-label learning setting, defined as follows. The experiments consider 7,084
datasets in the OpenML-3D benchmark.
Each configuration θ in Θ derives a binary label for each dataset, noted yθ(z),
set to 1 iff the performance pθ(z) of the configuration on z is better than the
median performance of θ.5
On this multi-label learning problem, Dida achieves decent performances; the
multi-label accuracy is 88.6%, that is, the fraction of (test) (θ, z) pairs such that
ŷθ(z) is correctly predicted is 88.6%. However, it is noted that the multi-label
matrix is actually degenerated, being of rank circa 20 though 100 configurations
are considered in Θ. A tentative interpretation for this degeneracy is as follows.
On a given z, the variance of performances pθ(z) is low; accordingly, dataset z
tends to be easy (respectively, difficult) for all configurations θ, making yθ(z)
constant set to 1 (resp., 0).
D.4 Current limitations of Dida meta-features
While the assessment of the meta-features on OpenML-3D can be con-
sidered an encouraging proof of concept, with low sensitivity w.r.t. Dida
hyper-parameters, it has two limitations respectively related to the considered
benchmark and AutoML task.
A limited benchmark To our best knowledge, the largest AutoML bench-
mark is OpenML [18] including 593 binary classification datasets and over 15000
ML configurations, where the performance matrix recording the performance of
some configurations on (a part of) the datasets is available. The whole OpenML
benchmark is not considered in the presented proof of concept for both simplicity
5An alternative is to define yθ(z) as positive iff pθ(z) is better than the median performance
on z. This option is discarded due to the high variance on pθ(z), making label yθ(z) noisy for
many configurations.
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and computational reasons, e.g., OpenML datasets include missing values, cate-
gorical features, high number of features. We consider instead simplified versions
of the actual OpenML datasets (their 3-dimensional reduction in latent space)
to get rid of these issues; likewise, only ML configurations related to Support
Vector Machines are taken into account.
A limited AutoML task The most comprehensive formalization of the Au-
toML task is in terms of a structured classification/regression problem, mapping
dataset z onto the (quasi) optimal configuration: h(z) = θ∗(z).
Another formalization relies on a continuous embedding on the configuration
space Θ, with g : Θ 7→ Rk. Such a continuous embedding aims to both overcome
the complexity of the Θ space and enforce a relevant metric on Θ, with d(θ, θ′)
defined from the Euclidean distance between g(θ) and g(θ′) (ideally reflecting
their similarity in the sense of the performance matrix). In this setting, the
AutoML task can be cast as finding a mapping h from z to h(z) ∈ Rk, and
recommend the configurations θ such that g(θ) is close to h(z).
A weaker formalization is considered in the presented proof of concept,
where the meta-features are trained to define a metric on the datasets space.
According to this metric, the nearest neighbor zneigh of any dataset z in the
benchmark can be determined, eventually supporting the recommendation of
the best known configuration for the nearest neighbor (h(z) = θ∗(zneigh) =
arg opt{yθ(zneigh), θ ∈ Θ}).
On-going work is concerned with addressing these limitations.
D.5 Comparative assessment of meta-features, details
Fig. 2 illustrates the comparative assessment of meta-features (reported in
Fig. 1) in log scale.
Figure 2: Comparative assessment of the AutoML process based on Dida,
handcrafted, Auto-Sklearn, landmark and random meta-features on OpenML
3D benchmark.
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D.6 List of meta-features
For the sake of reproducibility, the list of meta-features used in section 4
is given in Tables 3 and 4. Note that meta-features related to missing values
and categorical features are omitted, as being irrelevant for the OpenML-3D
benchmark. Landmark-based and handcrafted meta-features are extracted using
BYU metalearn library6.
Meta-features Mean Min Max
KurtosisClassProbability -1.93 -3.00 1.12
NumberOfFeatures 3.00 3.00 3.00
MajorityClassSize 1539.47 142.00 19187.00
Dimensionality 0.00 0.00 0.01
MaxClassProbability 0.59 0.04 0.98
MeanClassProbability 0.45 0.04 0.50
SkewClassProbability 0.01 -1.37 1.53
Quartile1CardinalityOfNumericFeatures 2570.97 3.00 45735.50
MinClassProbability 0.31 0.02 0.50
NumberOfInstances 2690.88 284.00 45781.00
NumberOfFeaturesWithMissingValues 0.00 0.00 0.00
Quartile3ClassProbability 0.52 0.04 0.74
MaxCardinalityOfNumericFeatures 2571.94 3.00 45764.00
NumberOfInstancesWithMissingValues 0.00 0.00 0.00
NumberOfMissingValues 0.00 0.00 0.00
RatioOfNumericFeatures 1.00 1.00 1.00
KurtosisCardinalityOfNumericFeatures -2.60 -3.00 -1.50
Quartile3CardinalityOfNumericFeatures 2571.72 3.00 45759.50
RatioOfFeaturesWithMissingValues 0.00 0.00 0.00
NumberOfClasses 2.86 2.00 26.00
Quartile1ClassProbability 0.38 0.03 0.50
MinCardinalityOfNumericFeatures 2570.45 3.00 45717.00
SkewCardinalityOfNumericFeatures -0.08 -0.71 0.71
StdevClassProbability 0.19 0.00 0.67
NumberOfNumericFeatures 3.00 3.00 3.00
StdevCardinalityOfNumericFeatures 0.80 0.00 202.07
MinorityClassSize 387.03 126.00 1614.00
MeanCardinalityOfNumericFeatures 2571.30 3.00 45742.00
Quartile2CardinalityOfNumericFeatures 2571.50 3.00 45757.00
Quartile2ClassProbability 0.45 0.04 0.50
Table 3: Handcrafted meta-features
6Available at https://github.com/byu-dml/metalearn.
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Meta-features Mean Min Max
RandomTreeDepth2ErrRate 0.35 0.00 0.92
LinearDiscriminantAnalysisErrRate 0.29 0.00 0.80
kNN1NKappa 0.40 -0.23 1.00
DecisionStumpErrRate 0.34 0.00 0.94
NaiveBayesErrRate 0.31 0.00 0.87
DecisionStumpKappa 0.20 -0.11 0.98
RandomTreeDepth1ErrRate 0.39 0.02 0.96
RandomTreeDepth3ErrRate 0.33 0.00 0.90
RandomTreeDepth3Kappa 0.22 -0.10 0.99
kNN1NErrRate 0.27 0.00 0.87
NaiveBayesKappa 0.27 -0.11 0.99
RandomTreeDepth2Kappa 0.17 -0.14 0.99
LinearDiscriminantAnalysisKappa 0.28 -0.16 0.99
RandomTreeDepth1Kappa 0.04 -0.11 0.88
Table 4: Landmark meta-features
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